North Thailand Region

ARC AA Meeting -- Saturday/1700 hrs, ARC 425 Moo1 Mae Ream, Mae Rim Chiang Mai 50180 | ARC 425 Moo1 Mae Ream, Mae Rim Chiang Mai 50180 Mai Rim Phone: 087 145 9655

Chiang Mai - Cha Cha Group -- Sunday/1800 hrs, Monday/1800 hrs, Suan Buak Haad (Park) | Pavilion on the pond Chiangmai Phone: 08 9556 4293

Chiang Mai - Cha Cha Group -- Wednesday/1800 hrs, Suan Buak Haad (Park) | Pavilion on the pond Chiangmai Phone: 08-9556-4293

Chiang Mai - New Beginnings -- Sunday/1000 hrs, Lemon Tree Restaurant, 2nd floor | 26/1-2 Huai Kaew Rd Chiang Mai Phone: 089 866 6364

Chiang Mai Back to Basics Group -- Monday/0900 hrs, Tuesday/0900 hrs, Wednesday/0900 hrs, Thursday/0900 hrs, Friday/0900 hrs, Saturday/0900 hrs, Suan Buak Haad (Park) | Pavilion on the pond Chiang Mai Phone: 08 4487 5679

Chiang Mai Here & New Meeting of AA -- Wednesday/1200 hrs, SAN PACOY BUSINESS DISTRICT | 134 Kong Sai Chiang Mai Phone: +66 (0)94 3213 614

Chiang Mai International Group -- Sunday/0930 hrs, Sunday/1830 hrs, Monday/0930 hrs, Monday/1830 hrs, Tuesday/0930 hrs, Tuesday/1830 hrs, Wednesday/0930 hrs, Wednesday/1830 hrs, Thursday/0930 hrs, Thursday/1830 hrs, Friday/0930 hrs, Friday/1200 hrs, Friday/1830 hrs, Saturday/0930 hrs, Saturday/1830 hrs, San Pacoy Business District | 134 Kong Sai Chiang Mai Phone: 082 186 2518

Chiang Mai Pathfinders -- Monday/1200 hrs, Wednesday/1200 hrs, Friday/1200 hrs, Nakornping Condos (The 12 Step Room) | 2 Ratchaphueck Rd, Room 116 Chiang Mai

Chiang Mai Scandinavian Speaking Meeting -- Wednesday/1600 hrs, Finnish Sam Pa Business District | 134 Kong Sai Chiang Mai Phone: 0884315301

Chiang Mai Thai Group - Suan Prung Hospital -- Tuesday/1330 hrs, Thai Suan Prung Hospital | #10 Outpatient Department Chiang Mai Phone: 08-614-9276

Chiang Mai Thai Group - Thanyarak Hospital -- Saturday/1000 hrs, Thai Thanyarak Hospital | 182 Moo 7 Chiangmaing Fang Tambon Ki Lek, Mae Rim Phone: 084-753-4938

Chiang Mai Thai Group - Wiang Nong Long Hospital -- /See Special Instructions, Thai Wiang Nong Long Hospital | Phone: 084-753-4938

Chiang Mai West -- Sunday/1800 hrs, Monday/1800 hrs, Tuesday/1800 hrs, Thursday/1800 hrs, Closed Thursday/1800 hrs, Closed Friday/1800 hrs, Saturday/1800 hrs, Nakornping Condos (The 12 Step Room) | 2 Ratchaphueck Rd, Room 116 Chiang Mai

Chiang Rai Group -- Tuesday/1700 hrs, Closed Friday/1700 hrs, Work@Home Coffee | 545 Rattanakhet Road Amphur Muang Chiang Rai Phone: 081-868-0497 and 094-636-6776

Chiang Rai Sunday morning book study meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous -- Call for a meeting/1000 hrs, Mae chan coffee | Singhanawat Alley Maechan Phone: 0814661059

Deutschsprachiges German AA-Meeting -- Friday/1700 hrs, Closed German Sam Pa Business District | 134 Kong Sai Chiangmai Phone: 0817166316

Lampun -- Wednesday/1730 hrs, Add Up Coffee Bar | Lamphun Phone: 081 144 9433 or 089 757 0889

Mae Rim AA Group -- Friday/1000 hrs, Monday/1800 hrs, Wednesday/1000 hrs, MaIRim Plaza "Pizza and Pasta" | 399/34-35 Maerim Plaza, Mai Rim Phone: 0884118498

Mae Sot AA -- Call for a meeting/Call for time, What's convenient? | Mae Sot Phone: 0898666364

Phitsanulok - River of Life -- /, Call for a meeting/Call for time, Night Market Area | Phitsanulok Phone: 0981804801

River of Life -- Friday/1300 hrs, Closed Topland Hotel Reception | 68/33 Akathodsarod Road Mueang Phitsanulok Phone: 0611563598

Suangprung Group -- Tuesday/1330 hrs, Thai โรงพยาบาล สวนปรุง จังหวัดเชียงใหม่ ต้องย้ายเข้าใหม่ | ทะเบียน 10 | เฝ้าอินเตอร์ | เข้าใหม่ Phone: 085-0407015

The Phayaok Meeting -- /, Monday/Call for time, call for location | Phone: 081 990 8477

Uttaradit AA -- Call for a meeting/Call for time, | Uttaradit Phone: 08 4817 3235

Wiang Chai AA Group -- Thursday/1000 hrs, Thai Somdej Phrayan Sangwon Hospital | 2nd Floor, OPT Department, 263 Moo 3 Chai Rai, 57210 Phone: 095-2369935

Wiang Pa Pao -- Monday/0900 hrs, Thai Wiang Pa Pao Hospital | 131 Wiang Wiang Pa Pao Phone: 097-987-8489

กลุ่ม บริษัท เชียงใหม่ไทย - โรงพยาบาลสวนปรุง - Tuesday/1330 hrs, Thai โรงพยาบาลสวนปรุง | #10 Outpatient Department Chiang Mai Phone: 084-614-9276

กลุ่ม บริษัท เชียงใหม่ไทย -- Monday/0900 hrs, Thai โรงพยาบาลสวนปรุง จ.เชียงใหม่ Phone: 043-345-391-2 |24-316 และสายด่วน 043-202-189

แม่ริน -- Saturday/1000 hrs, โรงพยาบาลสวนปรุง จ.เชียงใหม่ Phone: 053-298-083-85 ต่อ 173,176

Northeast Thailand-Isaan Region

กลุ่มการบิน -- Tuesday/1000 hrs, โรงพยาบาลอ่างศิลาได้ เข้าใหม่ | Phone: 083 3366 4633 T/ 08 0698 5796 E

Chayaphum - Real Alcoholics Recovering -- Call for a meeting/Call for time, Closed Nong Saeng Village | Chayaphum Phone: 089-072-0224

Khor Khaeng Big Book Study -- Thursday/1830 hrs, Closed Let It Be Coffee Shop | Thanon Lao Nai Di Khon Khaeng Phone: 081 553 5103

Khor Khaeng Thai Meetings -- Monday/1500 hrs, Thai Sunday/1000 hrs, Thai Thursday/1500 hrs, Thai Thursday/1500 hrs, Thai Thursday/1500 hrs, Thai Thursday/1500 hrs, Thai Phone: 083 345 391-2, ext 311 or 314

Korat Group -- Saturday/1000 hrs, Closed St Mary's Hospital | 307 Mitraphap Rd Nakhon Ratchasima Phone: 0855572673 or 0857599448

Kut Chum -- Thursday/1500 hrs, Closed Thai Kut Chum Hospital | Kut Chum Phone: 085-102-9555

Mukdahan Meeting -- Friday/1400 hrs, Mukdahan - Call for Place | Mukdahan Phone: 08 8329 5592

Nang Rong Group -- Wednesday/1000 hrs, Nang Rong Hospital | Nang Rong Phone: 08 3366 4643 T/ 08 0698 5796 E

Pak Chong -- Wednesday/1630 hrs, Khao Yai Lamtakhong Hotel | Hwy 2 Mitraphap Road intersection with Hwy 2090 Pak Chong Phone: 0981804801

Pak Chong Thai Hospital Meeting -- Tuesday/1100 hrs, Closed Thai Pak Chong Hospital | Hwy 304 Pak Chong Phone: 0990683447

Phu Khiao Hospital Meeting -- Wednesday/0900 hrs, Closed Thai Phu Khiao Hospital | Phu Khiao Phone: 044-861700-4 ต่อ 603

Sakon Nakhon - Dr. Bob's Coffee Pot Group -- Call for a meeting/Call for time, Sakon Nakhon - Call for Place | Ampur Atam Amnuai Sakon Nakhon Phone: 08 1873 5233

Udon Thani - Friday Leaders Choice -- Friday/1200 hrs, Coffee Station Café | back room | Thong Yai Road Udon Thani

Udon Thani - SOS Group -- Sunday/1300 hrs, Aek Udon Hospital | 555/5 Posri Rd Udon Thani
AA MEETINGS IN THAILAND

Unless otherwise noted, English is the language spoken, meetings are one hour long and there is no smoking.

Maps of many meeting venues, including directions in Thai, are available on the website, www.aathailand.org.

For Bangkok meetings, the nearest BTS (Skytrain) and MRT (subway) stations are listed.

Based Skype Meetings Region

Monday Evening 7pm -- Monday/ 1900 hrs, Skype |

Please report if there are details about AA meetings in Thailand that need to be changed. Contact us through www.aathailand.org or call the helpline at 02-231-8300